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I. Introduction
The purpose
sums

of this paper is to state and prove a central

of independent

D-valued

random

limit theorem

(CLT) for

processes,

where the limiting process is
neither constrained
to be Gaussian nor continuous.
To set the context more precisely,
random
let X,,, Xn2,. . . , X,,,,,,, be, for each integer n 2 1, a finite set of independent
quantities.
If the X,,,‘s take values in a space in which an addition operation + is
defined, let S,, = X,,, + - * + + X “,,,,, denote their sum. In the important classical case
in which the X,‘s are real valued, the solution to the central limit problem was
known by the end of the 1930’s; cf. Gnedenko
and Kolmogorov
(1954). When the
X,‘s take values in more general linear spaces, the problem is far from being fully

resolved.
There are a large number of results concerning
the CLT when the X,,, take values
in a Banach space. These include, among many others, the CLT for iid random
variables in C(S) for compact metric spaces S by Jain and Marcus (1975) and the
Banach space CLT of Pisier (1975); cf. Araujo and Gint (1980).
When we turn from Banach spaces to the spaces of right continuous
functions
with left limits, the D spaces introduced in 1956 (cf. Prohorov (1956) and Skorokhod
(1956)). the literature is much sparser. Although
D-spaces under sup norms are
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this is not the case when

Prohorov

limits,

with independent

and to general

D(T)

(( 1971). Theorem

Skorokhod-like

topologies

are used.

(1956), results that focus on CLT’s for D[O, l] and its generaliza-

all with Gaussian

processes
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include

increments,

the result

by Straf (1971), the CLTs

5 for partial-sums

of Fisz (1959)

the extension

for sums of iid

to D[O. I]“ by Neuhaus

(1971)

for D[O, lid by Bickel and Wichura

and Theorem

6 for empiricals)

and the general

CLT for D[O, l] by Hahn (1978) for the case of Gaussian
limiting processes.
Extensions
of D-spaces to non-compact
index sets include that of D[O, co), cf.
Lindvall (1973).
The central

limit problem

is of course much broader

than those aspects

of it that

involve Gaussian
limits. As in the classical case, which always pertains when one
considers finite-dimensional
distributions,
there is the full scope of infinitely divisible
or Levy processes, and for this the special structure of the D-spaces is essential. A
recent example of this for D[O, l] is the CLT for stochastic integrals by Gint and
Marcus (1983). For the general space D(A), the present authors (Bass and Pyke
(1985)) obtained CLT’s for partial-sum processes in the domains of normal attraction
of stable processes.
In this paper we derive a CLT for quite general sums of independent
D(A)-valued
random set functions where the limits may also be discontinuous.
We consider the
case where each X,,, is a random set function defined on a large family A of Bore1
subsets of the unit cube I” = [O, I]“, d 2 I and taking values in D(A), the space of
set functions having “inner limits and outer continuity”;
see (2. I ) below. This space
contains the set of continuous
set functions
C(A) and is a generalization
of it in
the same way that D[O, I ] generalizes C[O, I]. Triangular arrays {X,,,: 1 s j < n, u 2 I }
having indcpcndence
within rows are considered.
The choice of m,, = II summands
in the n-th row leads to no loss of generality;
notice that we do not assume that
the summunds are infinitesimal
but rather assume directly that the finite dimensional
distributions
converge.
The necessary definitions,
notation
and preliminary
properties
are set out in
Section 2. In Section 3, the concept of a subpoissonian
r.v. is introduced
and a
Bernstein-like
bound is derived for the tail probabilities
of such r.v.‘s. This concept
is key to the paper since we assume that the stratified components
of the summands
are subpoissonian.
The processes under consideration
are allowed to have purely atomic discontinuities. The proof of the CLT is divided into two parts. In Section 4 we obtain
the necessary tightness result for the processes from which all atoms whose absolute
mass exceeds a specified level have been removed. We refer to this as the “small”
atom case. The processes made up of the remaining “large” atoms are handled in
Section 5. In the former, the sup norm and uniform topology is adequate, while for
the latter particular compact subsets of purely atomic set functions must be used.
The main result, Theorem 6.1, is given in Section 6. In this section we also give
applications
to Levy processes, partial-sum
processes and generalized
empirical
processes. Example 6.1 shows how our theorem lead to a construction
of set-indexed

R.F. Boss.
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of Adler and Feigin

our theorem

(1984) and

to give a central

limit

theorem for set-indexed partial sum processes where the summands are in the normal
domain of attraction of a stable law of index (I, a E (l,$); this gives a new proof
of the results
classical

of Bass and

one-dimensional

Pyke (1985),
partial-sum

Section
process

5. In this context,
can be expressed

notice

that the

as a normalized

sum of set functions X,6,,” in contrast to the empirical process defined in terms of
6.v,, where 6, is point mass at x This illustrates how the two types of processes are
unified once one considers triangular
arrays. The two types of processes can be
classified according as to whether
at fixed locations (partial-sums)

the atoms of the set functions have random masses
or fixed masses at random locations (empirical).

This then suggests the case of random masses at random locations, such as V,S,v,
for example. When the mass V, is in the domain of attraction of a stable law, this
leads to an interesting
application
of the CLT, Example 6.3, in which the limit is
non-Gaussian.
We have primarily considered
the discontinuous
elements of D(A). In Section 7,
we show how existing results on CLT’s for empirical processes on C(A)-valued
processes can be combined
with our main theorem.
The CLT of Section 6 considers processes that take values in the subfamily
of D(A) which is the closure of the linear span of all continuous
or purely

D,,(A)
atomic

members of D(A). In Section 8. we introduce the larger subfamily
DShr(A) which
is the closure of the linear span of all mcmbcrs of D(A) that are tither continuous
or the restriction of a signed measure. Two cxamplcs of families of compact subsets
of D,,,,(A)
arc given which should bc suitable for many applications.
In the cast whcrc A is the class of intervals [0, r], 05 f s I, D(A) becomes D[O, I].
The CLT of this paper gives new results even for this case.

2. Preliminaries
Given
relative

a Bore1 set A c I” = [0, l]“, let A’ be the interior
topology

on I”, and let A” = {r E I’:

C6) be the open
d,,(A,

&neighborhood
B)=inf{e:

We will assume

around

the Euclidean

of A with respect
distance

A. Define the Hausdortf

to the

of t to A is

metric by

AC B’ and Bc A’}.

A is a collection

of closed subsets

of IJ satisfying

the following:

Hypothesis A. (i) A is closed

with respect to d,,.
(ii) for each 6 > 0, there is a finite subset Ad of A such that whenever
exists ne A, with AC B”c BC A”.
Hypothesis A implies
and that A is compact.

that A is totally

bounded

with inclusion

A E A there

with respect to d,,

R.F.
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We now proceed to define D(A),

D,,(A),

and d,,. See Bass and Pyke (1985)

for

further details.

Definition

2.1. A function

x: A + R is outer continuous

(i) A, A, E A, AC A,, d,(A,
A,A,EA,

(ii)

A,c

A,)+0

with inner limits if

implies x(A,)+x(A).

A”, dH(A,A,)+O

implies lim,,,.\-(A,)

exists.

Let
D(A)

= {x: A + R: .Y is outer continuous

Let d, be the Hausdorff

d,,(x,

d,

(2.1)

metric on A x R. Define the graph function G: D(A)+

be the closure of {(A, x(A)):

by letting G(x)
the pseudometric

with inner limits}.

on D(A)

A E A} with respect to d,.

A x R

We define

by

y) = d,;(G(.\-).

G(y)).

Let us say that x is pive!,’ a&jmic if there exist finitely many reals a,, . . . , a, (the
size of the atoms) and t,, . . , t, E I”
x(A)

= L a,
I,. ,\

(the locations of the atoms) such that

for all A E A.

For such X. let
gap(X) = inf,,,lr,

- r,l,

Variation(x)

= 2: /a,[.

I

Let
D,,(A) = (x: A + R: there exist purely atomic j,,,, continuous
that [lx-(j,,,+c,,)II,,+O

c,, on A such
as m-ra}.

Here 11. II,, is the sup norm for functions on A.
Two of the main results of Bass and Pyke (1985) are

Proposition 2.1. Suppose q and R are reals, and h( * ) and N( . ) are real functions.
Let F,+,( h, N, 7, R) be rhe set of purely atomic x such that

(i) gap(.r) 2 77,
(ii)

Variation

jar each 6, there exisr sets A,, . . . , A,v,b, E A so that

(iii)
(a)

euery point uf G(x)
i=l....,

(b)
7len

(x) s R,

Aj”“\Ai

N(6),

is within 8 (with respect to d,)

and

contains no afoms of x.

F,,.,( h, N, 7. R) is compact relative to d,,.

o/‘sonre

(A,, x(A,)),

RF.
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2.2. Suppose A,,, 10, q,,,, R,,

on the positice

reals with w,(r)-,0

be the set of x E D,(A)
and continuous
(9 (a)
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M,,, are reals, and h,, N,,

as r-,0.

Let F,,(h,,

N,,

w, are functions

v,,,, R,, w,, M,,,, A,)

such that for each m there exist J,,,(x) E FPA( h,, N,,,, q,,,, R,)

C,,,(x)

with

IIC,(x)l,~

M,,

s w,(r) for all r,
(b) sup ~QBEA.dH(4B,<,IC,(~)(B) - C,(x)(A)I
(ii) Il.r-(Jm(x)+C,(x))II~~~~.
Then FDO(h,, N,, im. R,, urn, M,, A,) is compact relative to d,.
For 6 > 0 and Y a measure, let A(S, v) be the smallest (in cardinality)
collection
of subsets of Id such that whenever B E A, there exist A, A’ E A( 8, v) with A c B c A’
and v(A’\A)
< 6. Let H(S, u), the log entropy, be the logarithm of the cardinality
.of A(6, v). In the special case when Y is Lebesgue measure,
entropy by HL(6).
We now turn to the random elements to which our central

we will denote
limit theorem

the log
pertains.

We consider a triangular
array {X,,(. ): n = 1,2,. . . , j= 1,. . . , n} of elements of
D,,(A). With little or no loss of generality, we may assume A contains all singletons
{I}, so that there is no ambiguity
as to what is meant by an atom of Xnj. For
A E A, J c R, let Y,,(A. J) be the sum of those atoms of X,, whose location is in A
and whose size is in /. Thus I’“,( *I) represents a stratiftcation of X,,( +). Let N,,(A, J)
be the number of atoms involved in this definition
of Y,,(A, I). We center I’,, by
letting

X,(A.U=
so that if Jc[-I,

Yn,(A,/)-EY,,(A,Jn[-1,11,,
I], then EX,,(A,J)=O.

&(A, J) = f X,,(A, J),
1-1

Let

S,(A)= i X,,(A),
I-I

Nn(A, J) = i Nn,(A J).
j-l

We will interpret XnJ( 1, J) as a stratification
of X,( e), and similarly for S,.
The assumptions
on the triangular array are contained
in the following:
Hypothesis

B. (i) For each n, the XnJ( e), j = 1.. . . , n, are independent,
(ii) the finite dimensional
distributions
of S,( *) converge,
(iii) for each n, j, X,(.)=X0,(
., R\(O)) on A,
(iv) for each n,

P (X,,

and X,,,, have an atom in the same location for some

(v) foreachy,IEE;_,
y~J(.~[-y,~l).n=l,2,..
of continuous
functions on A.

a}is

1 <j, < j2 c n) = 0,

an equicontinuous

family

RF.
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B(i), (ii) are the critical

that the X,( * 1 are centered
have to be centered

have a continuous

limit

theorem

ones. Condition
continuous

in some fashion

component

can be circumvented

/ Cenrral

B(iii) says two things;

based on the atoms of size 5 1 in absolute

that X.,( . ) has no nontrivial

second,
X,‘s

R.

is considered

using the method

component.

anyway,

For (ii) to hold, the

while the case where the X,

in Section

of Section

first

value, and

7. If (iv) is not satisfied,

7; (v) will be trivially

satisfied

it
in

most cases.

3. Subpoissonian
By analogy
motivation

random

to the word subgaussian,

is provided

Definition

variables

3.1.

we introduce

by the authors’

(Further

surnames.)

r.v. X is subpoissonian

A

the term subpoissottian.

with parameters

(0, b) if, for all s,

Ee‘.‘Gexp(8(eh‘+e-hr-2)).
and subpoissonian
with parameters
Obviously, if X,. i = I,. . . , n, are independent
(O,,b), then I:=, X, will be subpoissonian
with parameters CC:_, 0,. h).
The symmetrization
of a r.v. X is given by X -X’ where X’ is an independent
copy of X. Clearly, if X is subpoissonian
with parameters
(0. b), then X -X’ is
subpoissonian
with paramctcrs
(20, b).
The following lemma provides a criterion

Lemma

3.1.

for a r.v. to be suhpoissonian.

We USC

that x1’_, = 0.

the convention

Si~ppose Y,, i = I, 2. . . . , ure independent

by b in absolutc~ value.
of rhe Y,‘s and

Suppose

N is a nonnegarive

is srochastically

X is .subpoi.s.sonian

with

.smuller

puramerer.s

than

symmetric

integer-valued

a Poisson

(0)

r.v.‘.s Ihat are bounded
r. v. thus is independenr

r.v. Let X = C,“_,

Y,. Then

( O/2, b).

Proof.
First of all, because of symmetry we can write Yi as 1Y,/E,, where E, is
independent
of Y, and is + 1 or - I, each with probability l. Since e‘ + e-’ is increasing

in x for x30,
q,(s):=
By enlarging
Poisson (0)

E eqys = ,Fe”tlY,l=

E(e’lv,l+e-‘1~,1)/2~(e’h+e-‘h)/2.

(3.1)

the probability
space if necessary, we may assume that there exists a
r.v. W that is independent
of the Y’s such that N =GW. Since

(e’+e-‘)/23

1 for all x,
E eVs = E k q,(s)<
1-I

By a straightforward
exp

(

calculation,

:(e”‘+e-“‘-2)).

E[(eh’+e-“)/21N

the last expression
Cl

.

< E[eh’+ewh‘)/2]“:

is bounded

by

(3.2)

RF.
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Proof. Letting

(np/2,

theorem

that will be useful

Corollary 3.2. Suppose in Lemma
subpoissoniun

limit
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in applications

3.1 that N is a Binomial

is

(n, p) r.v. 7Ien X is

b).

r = In((eb’ +e-bs)/2)

“0,

by (3.2) we have

E et*Y< E erN =((I-p)+pe’)“=exp(nIn(l+p(e’-1)))
Sexp(np(e’-1))
y(e”+e-“‘-2)).

= exp

Cl

(

The importance of the subpoissonian
estimate that applies to subpoissonian

concept
r.v.‘s.

Proposition 3.3. 1J X is subpoissoniun

Proof (cf. Ilass and Pyke (1984)).
bs/3 < 1,

(I - bs/3)-’

with

is due to the following

purumetrrs

If we let s = A/(20b’+
= (2Ob + A/3)/28b,

and
2

2

s+...

eb' +eehT

>

<b’s’(l-bs/3)-‘=%(2Ob+A/3).

Then,

by Chebychev,
P(X>h)ce-‘*E

e’X<exp(O(eh’+e-b’-2)-sA)
$(2t?b+A,3)-sA

s exp
(

-A’
= exp

(0, h),

48b + 2Ab/3

cl

tkn

bA/3),

then

Bernstein-like
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Small atoms
In

1

this

section

we

obtain

a bound

. . 9 %YE(O, 11, Y”,(. , y) will

on

I]&(

be a measure

., [-a,
on

a])]],,_

Id. Set

For

each

n 2 l,j=

v,(A, y) = x,“=, Y,,( A, y).

assume

ik

C. For any 0 < y < IS

Hypothesis
(i)

the

symmetrization

(s,(A,

~1, 2).

(ii)

if ~30,

then

(iii)

supy’v,(f”,y)
n

(iv)

[:=

lim sup sup
y-0
n

of

X,(A,

is

J)

z]\[ -y,

y],

subpoissonian

with

parameters

E exp(sN,,(A,I))sexp(v,(A,y)(e’-l)),
=o(llnyI-“+“)

l+supH(.\;
“.V.V

(v)

1 and J c [-z,

for

v,(.,y))/H(Z.r,

some

T>O

as y JO,

~,(a,y))<co,

I”.?/L!,”
I
I ‘.“,
JJ
0

a,;‘(:< I,: . V/2)/2

G,(.r.

y) d.x d?: = 0,

where

and G.’

(vi)

G,,(.r,

y) = [ H(x,

refers

to the inverse

Iim sup sup sup i
As A n j-l
)’ 10

Conditions

(i),

technical

purposes.

T.v.,

(ii)

then

the atoms

For

If

with

respect

to x with

and

(v)

N,,,(A,

are the important

J)

be satisfied.

varying.

any /c
S:,(A,

It should

that

purpose

will

be clear that

for

about

be easily

R, let U, = sup{]y]:

y E J},

and

the others
than

0; (iv)
(v) gives

are needed

a Poisson

is to eliminate

satistied

(p,,,(A,

y))

the case where

says that the log-entropy
a bound

in most

for

I-l

on the size of H,

applications.

and define

J)+a,EN,,(A.
fixed

smaller

of (iii)

in y. Condition

J) = a,N,,(A,

ones;

is stochastically
The

uniformly

is a condition

y fixed,

Var(X,,,(A, [-.v, ~1)) =O.

of the X,,, are too concentrated

is regularly
and (vi)

will

(ii),

V”( *, y))/x]“Z

J).

(4.1)

A and A’,
(4.2)

Suppose

Hypothesis

E exp(sN,(A,

Since

C(ii)

J)) s

holds.

Then

[I exp(Y,,,(A,
I-1

N,,(A, J) is nonnegative

y)(e’

y],

- 1)) = exp( u,(A, y)(e’

and has a moment

EN,(A,J)=lims-‘(Eexp(sN,(A,J))-l)co,,(A,y).

1-O

if J c [-y,

generating

function,

- I )).

(4.3)

then
(4.4)

11-l
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Using the proof of Bass and Pyke (1984),

P(N,,(A,J)>
w 2 e’v(A,

provided

Lemma 2.2, we have

w)se-‘“,
y). Hence, if we let w = 9h/ lOa,, we have

P(S~(A,J)>A)~P(N,(A,/)>9h/loa,)~exp(-~/2a,),

(4.5)

provided
2 lOp,(A,

Ala,

y).

(4.6)

We now prove
Proposition

4.1. Suppose Hypothesis
such that if a < a,

C holds. For A > 0, E > 0, there exists a E (0, 1)

supP(IIS.(.,[-a,alll.>A)<&.
n
Proof.

Since EX,(A,

[-,:y])

=0 for y< 1, using C(vi)

gives

P(IS,,(A.[-a,a])I>A/2)c4VarSn(A,[-a.a])/A’<~
for a sufhciently small. Then by the symmetrization
P(IIS,,(*,[-a,

lemma of Pollard (1984, p. 14).

al)I~.~A)~ZP(~~(S,-S~)(~,[-~~,al)II,,>~/2),

where S:, is an independent
with the Xlli’s symmetric

copy of S,. It thus sufliccs to prove the proposition

(doubling

V, and halving A, as necessary).

Let /3 = :. We will choose numbers &,,, AL, A,,,, sL and K later so that

an d

Let &, = Slop’. Once K is chosen, we will let a = /3 ‘;

fix a < /3 li, let a, = /3’ A p’,

and let
JI, = [-ak,

-ak+,)

Let us temporarily
A,&(S).
If

u (ah+,.

abbreviate

41.

H(6, v,( *, ak+,)) by H,,(S)

and A(& v,,( *, aL+,)) by

Fix n.

BE A,

V,(A,+\A,,

we

can

ak+r)<&,.

find

sets

A,, A,‘c

A,,(&,)

Writing

s,(n,J,)=s,,(A,,,/,)+

i-’ [s,(A,,J,)-s,(A,-,,J,)l
,-I

such

that

A,c

Bc A:

and

118
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and using the facts that

G XT,,_, s 4&,,

(4.7)

Is,(A,,/,)-S,(A,-,,J,)I~IS,(A,\A,-,,J,)I+JS,(A,-,\A,.J,)I.

(4.8)

tS,(B,/,)-S,(A,,,J,,)I~S~(A:,\A,,,J,),

(4.9)

and

we see that the only way llS,( *, Jk)ll. can be larger than Al, is if either
(i) for some A,E A,k(Gko). we have IS,(A,,,J,)I>
Ak/4;
i=l,...,Skr
(ii) for
some
some
A, E Ank(Sk,), A,-,E Ank(Sk,i-,)

with

v,(A,JA,-,.
or
(iii) for

a~+,) <4&,,

have

S;(A:,\A,,,

JL) > &/4.

some

we have /&(A,\&,,
with

A,,, A:, E A,,,(&,,)

Since the cardinality
then have

J~)I> ALI or I.%(&,\A,,
v,,(A:,\A,,,

of A,1,(6k.,_,) x A,,,(&,)

is bounded

Jk)I> AI,;

a,,+,)<&,,.

we

by exp(2ff,k(6k,)).

P(IIS,,(..JA)II.>A,)~~A+ 2 yk,+rk,

we

(4.10)

1-1

where
pA = exp(&(&,,))
CL,= 2 w-42%.(L))
the sup being
v,(AIJ&

over pairs

(4.1 I)

P(k%,(A,,, Jl,)l> &/4);
sup
A,,.A., I &,I
sup P(IS,,( fl\A

(4.12)

.h )I > Ad,

A, B with one in A,,,(&,),

the other

in A,,(&,

_,), and

Nc+,)<~&,,

and
rk

=exP(2ff,,k(&,,))

SUP

P(S,i(B\A,

Jk)

>

b/4).

the sup being over pairs A, i? in A,,h(Cjk,I) with v,,( B\A, ok +,) < &,, .
Since

II&(.. L-0. Ul)llAS,fK

IIsra(.,Jk)II.,

and hence
P(llS,,(..[-~,~l)111>A)~~~~

”

P(IIS,(*,Jk)I/.>hk)

(4.13)
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we will require
Pk<E/3,

;

(C)

k=K

(D)
and
t

rk

(El

e/3,

<

k=K

with K chosen independently
of n.
We now proceed to estimate pk. qk,, and rk. By Hypothesis
sup, &v,(

C(iii),

Id, at+,) s k-‘Z+T)

for some T > 0 independent

(4.14)

of n and for all k sufficiently

large. We will thus require

l/2 h.-(1+7/i)

hki>P

By (4.11) and Proposition

(F)
3.3,
-(Ak/4)2

pk

s

2

w-d

Hp8k(fikcj))

SUP
A,,*

A”& (-$,I

4a: U”(A,,, a k+,)+2ak(Ak/4)/3

exp

-Af
128aIu,,(Id,

) +exp(z)].
a,,,)

Provided

(G)
and

(H)
we get
pks2exp

By the definition

2~6O:".:l:",

,+,,>
+2exp($)-

of a,, (4.14), and (F), we see that (C) is satisfied

taken sufficiently large.
Next we look at qI,. By (4.12) and Proposition
&r s-4 exp(2&(&,))
Recall from the definition
hk,

5

clakSkaq

exp

Sk,

K is

3.3,

--I\:,
t 6&6,,

+ i?aA&,/3

of 5 in Hypothesis
i=l,...,

provided

C,

=

805,

> *

C(iv) that 52 I. Provided

(1)
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and
i= l,...,

sk, c,=2005,

(J)

then

Provided
af&gk’+‘s

c3,

where c, is independent

(K)

of n,

then. using (F),

(4.15)
and (D) will be satisfied if K is taken sufficiently
Finally, by (4.5) and (4.13).
rh S exp(:!H,&(fiLV,))

large.

exp(-Ak/8ak)

provided

CL)

Alj4Nl, 2 IO&,, .
Provided
H,,,(L)

(M)

s AL/X&,

we get
r, s

exp(-Ak/16a,),

and using (F), (E) is satisfied
Now define
Al, = rnax(/?“‘k-”

if I( is large.

+““, cdHj,~‘(6,,)a,6:;‘),

x1 = inf( i: Al, 2 40n,6,,},

c, =

A,, =lllZiX
(

4OJ”‘,

4 % Ak,, k-’ ,
1-I
>

(4.16)

and
fiko=m3X(“,,(fd*ak+,),

1)

(These quantities depend on n through H,,l and v”.) Note that for fixed k, 40a&,
40akfiI,,P’ will be less than J?“2k-“tr’3’S
Ak, for i large, and so 0~ .~k<a.

=

RF.

From these definitions,
c2, (J) follows,
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we immediately

have that (A) and (F) hold. Since c:a

and since Al, 3 A,_, (L) follows.

We have (K) from the definition

of

Sk0 and Hypothesis C.
Clearly {d, Id} will serve for Ank( vn(Zd, a,+, )), and so H&( &) = In 2. Hence (G)
and (H) follow from (F), (K), and the definition

of 8k0. Since H.,(x)

and (M) follows just as We showed (G).
(I). If sk = 0, (I) is unnecessary.
So suppose

H&(8‘+) s ,&(6,&
We now consider

is decreasing,

sk > 0. Then
(4.17)

and (I) is satisfied. (The first inequality
of (4.17) is trivially satisfied if &
@S,/Zk-(r+r/J), since H&(.x-) is decreasing.)
It remains to show (B), and since 1, C, pi’2k-(ic+‘3)<m,
it suffices to show
St=

=

fd!,f(sko)aks:f

f
k=K

and

can both be made small by taking K large, uniformly
in n. We can make S, small
by using (K) and the fact that H&(&o) = In 2. To handle S2, first note by (I) that
if sli > 0,
c,H~:‘(fik,,)%?:{~~
thence

Ak,, s 80@&..~~.

H!,:“(6k,,)/fi:<i<

805/c,=

U,,l IJ.V/2)”

OK .I

s44up
n

I

0

I

and hence

6k._ Z G,‘(25”‘,

ok). Then

I

G,,(x, v) dx dy.
G;‘(2C”z..v/2)/Z

That Sz can be made small by taking

5.

2c”‘,

K large follows

from Hypothesis

(C)(v).

IJ

Large atoms

In this section we consider
We assume the following:

the “large”

atoms,

those above a fixed given value.

Hypothesis D. For each m = 1.2,. . . , there exists a measure
that
(i) for each ~>0,~~((f~)~~[-y,~]~)<~,
and

CL,,,on (Id),

x R such
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(ii) sup,

I,“=, P(X,,( . , [-y,

_v]‘)

has at

least

one

atom

located

in each

of

A,,Az.....A,)
~~,(A,xA~x...xA,x[-):~]‘).
We first show that Hypothesis
Proposition 5.1. Under
~f(l~)~xlW

foreach

(i) for each y>O,
(ii)

D implies the corresponding

Hypothesis

D, there exists a measure a,,, on the Bore1 sets

m=l,2,...such
~,,,((l~)~

sup, P(S,( . , [ -); y]‘)

that

x[-y,,v]‘)<c~

For notational

eralization

and

has at least one atom located in each of A,, . . . , A,,,)

s u,,,(A, x . . . x A, x L-Y,
Proof.

fact about S,.

convenience,

~1’).
we prove the proposition

for m = 3; the gen-

to other m should then be obvious. We will fix y and let / = [-y,

y]‘.

For S,( . , J) to have at least one atom in each of A,, A:, and A?, either
(i) some X,,( *, J) has an atom in each of them;
(ii)

some X,,,( 9, J) has an atom in two of them, while some other X,,:( ., J) has

an atom in the remaining
(iii)

set, or

for j, ,j,. j, distinct,

The probability

X ,,,,( *, J) has an atom in A,, for i = I, 2.3.

of (i) is bounded

by

L P(X,,,( ., J) has an atom in each of A,, A,, A,,)
/-I
sp,(A,xA:xA,xJ).
The probability

of (ii) is less than the sum of three terms of the form

x P(X,,,,( 3, J) has an atom in A, and A2)P( X,,,,( . , J) has an atom in A,,)
,,.I2
~c(~(A,xA~xJ)~,(A,xJ).
Similarly

the probability

of (iii)

is bounded

by

x
[ ] P( X,,,,( s, J) has an atom in A,)
Il.,l.,, I- I
~~,(A,~J)cL,(A~xJ)~,(A,xJ).
If we define uJ so that
~.~(A,~A?~A~~.)=CL~(A,XAZXA~X.)+CLZ(A,XAZX.)IL,(A.,X.)
+pdA,

xA,x

*)p,(Azx

+ l~z(Az x A3 x * )p,(A,
+p,(A,x
it is clear that (+.l satisfies the proposition
With the help of Proposition

.)p,(Azx
for m =3.

.)
x .)

.)p,(AJx

.),

0

5.1, we can show that the atoms of S,, of size Zy

in absolute value will be in a compact set with high probability.

Fix y, and define
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rheorem

7, by
T”(A) = i

Y,(A,

j=l

Proposition 5.2.

[-_v,
VI’)*

(5.1)

There exist 7, R, N( * ), and h( . ) such that for a11 n,

P(T”@FF,,(h,

N, 7. R))<4&.

Proof. Fix n. Since a,(( Id)m x [-y, y]‘) is finite for each m, (T,( Id x [-a,
as a --*a). So, for a sufficiently large,

P( 7. has an atom of size >a in absolute

value)

a]‘) --, 0

<E.

(5.2)

Define
D,={(s,r)E(fd)~:O</S-f~<~}.
As 77+ 0, D, 1 c$, and hence

aZ( D, X [-y, y]‘) + 0. Thus for v sufficiently

small,
(5.3)

P(gap(T,)<7)<c.
If gap(T,)>
T], then there are at most c,~-~
this fact and (5.2) show that
P(Variation(

atoms

for a suitable

constant

c,, and

r,) > R) < 2~

if R is sufiiciently
large.
Now for 6 = km’, we want to show that we can find N(6) and h(6) such that the
probability
that there is not a S-net satisfying Proposition
(2.l)(iii)
is <e/2’. Let
&, = U+ h,l, where
41 is defined by Hypothesis A(ii). For m = I,. . . , c,q-“, let
wq,,, = I(r, 9* * . , t,,,)~ ( Id)“‘:

for some

purely

atomic

x with

one

atom

located at each of r,, . . . , t,,,, {(A, x(A))},+. “,
is not a S-net for the graph x}.
By the proof of Theorem

4.4 of Bass and Pyke (1985). for each m, W,,,, J C#J
as q + CO,

and so (T,“( W,,,,, x [-y, y]‘) + 0. Restricting

ourselves

to the set (gap( r,) > T), where

T,, has at most c,qwd atoms, we then see that the probability
that {(A, T”(A))},++
is not a S-net for the graph of T,(A) can be made less than ~/2~, uniformly in n,
by taking
Let &

,.

q large enough. Define N(6) = # (B,).
be an enumeration
of B,,.
. . , BNc6j

P( T, has an atom in B:‘“‘\&
S N(6)
=GN(6)

for some

B,, E B,,)

sup P( T. has an atom in B:‘“‘\Bk)
U,r;H,
sup

a,(

M,t ll$#

B:‘“‘\Bk

X [-y, y]‘) < ~/2~

if h(S) is taken sufficiently small.
If (k+l)-‘sS<k-‘,
let N(S)=N((k+l)-‘),h(S)=((k+l)-‘).
choices of 77. R, N, and h, we have proved the proposition.

With
Cl

these
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6. Main

In

theorem

this section

Theorem

/ Cenrral limif lheorem

and examples

we state and prove our main theorem

Suppose A and {X,,} satislv Hypotheses

6.1.

and give some examples.

A-D.

Then S, 1 to a &(A)-

valued T.V., where 1 is with respect to d,.
By Hypotheses
B(ii), the finite dimensional
distributions
converge, and so
it suffices to prove tightness. Let F > 0. Let J, = m-‘, and choose y, < 1 sufficiently
small so that
Proof.

P(IIS,(‘,[-Y,,,~,l)II.~~m)<F/2m+’.
This is possible

by Proposition

(6.1)

4.1.

Let

J,(L)

= i

Y”,( ., [-Y,"*Yml(‘),

,=I

C,,,(S,)=-E

E Y,,,(.,[-I.

I]\[--y ,.,,.v,,,l),

1-I

so that J,,,( S,,) is purely atomic, and by Hypothesis
S,, ( . ) - (J,,,
By

Proposition

( S,,) +

5.1,

C,,,

(S”) ) =

D( II), C,,,( S,,) is continuous.

Note

s,, ( . , [ -)‘,,,. y,,, I ).
q,,, small,

we can choose

R,,, large, and suitable

functions

N,,,(8), II,,,(~) so that
P(J,,,(S,,)@ F,,(h,,,,N,,,,17,n,R,,,))<
By Hypothesis B(v), for each n,
family of functions;
moreover,
We therefore can find, using
that P (S,, P F) < E. This proves

&/2’““.

C’,(S,,), which is deterministic,
is an equicontinuous
C’,,,(S,) is uniformly bounded since C,,,(S,,)(cb) =O.
Proposition
2.2, a compact subset F of &(A) such
tightness, and by Theorem of 4.3 of Bass and Pyke

(1985), we have weak convergence.

Cl

Remark.
In the case d = 1 and A = ([0, t]: t E [0, I]), where we write x(r) for x[O. t],
our topology on D(A) is very close to Skorokhod’s
Mz-topology.
However, it is
easy to see (cf. Billingsley (1968, p. 116)) that the Fl,,, sets of Proposition
2.2 are
compact with respect to the more common J,-topology
as well, and so we have
weak convergence on D[O, l] in the usual sense, also. It is perhaps worth remarking
that in this case H,(x) = O(ln( I/x)), a very small log-entropy.

Example

6.1.

Set-indexed

p be a measure

on R\{O}

(cf. Bass and Pyke (1984), Adler and Feigin
for any details omitted in the discussion
below).
Let

LeCy processes

(1984); see the first reference
with

I(_Y’

A I)p(dx)<m.

Let

p. =pI[-,.,I,[-“-l.“-‘~.

Since

RF. Bass. R. &ke / Central lrmrr theorem

p. is a finite measure,

there

is no difficulty

X_,, which has Le\iy measure
If / = [-6,
,~,,(A,

pn. For 2 si

a], the moment

b]\[-a,
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constructing

a mean

0 LeQy process,

s n, let X,, = 0.

generating

function

of the symmetrization

of

J) is
b

(e’“+e-‘“-2)[p,(d.lr)+p,(-d-r)])

edAl

where

Ia

1.1 is Lebesgue

measure, since e‘ +e-‘ is increasing
YI’), we see that the symmetrization

u,,(A, Y) = IAlp([-,v,
subpoissonian
with parameters

(v,,(A,

for x>O.
of X,,(A,

If we take
will be

J)

a), b).

Define p,,, by
~rn(A, x * * . x A,, x L-y. ~1”) = i P([-.v,
,=I

.rl’,lAtl.

If the A,‘s are disjoint.
P( X,,

has at least one atom located

= ; P(S,,
i-l

h as at least one atom located

**I
= ,!I, (1 -q-d--p([?:

Hypotheses

in A,)

~l“)hb

s /-&,,(.A
x ***x A,,
By linearity,

in each of A,. . . . , A,,,)

x L-y. y]’ ).

we also have Hypothesis
D where the A,‘s are not disjoint.
C(iii)-(v)
translate to restrictions
on p and A; the other hypotheses

can be routinely checked. 13~ Theorem 6.1, S,, = XI,,, converges weakly, say to Z.
The process Z will be a mean 0 L&vy process indexed by A with LCvy measure
P[(_,.,,. It is then easy to construct a Levy process with /, as its Ltvy measure.
Suppose now that /, is the Levy measure of a stable process of index a E (I, 2),
and that HI_, the log entropy with respect to Lebesgue measure is of the form KK’.
In what follows, c,, c?, . . . are constants whose exact values are of no importance.
We note p([ -y. y]“) = c,y-“, and so v,,(A, y) G c,y-“IAl. In order that v,,(A-lB, y) <
6, we need IAJII[S
fi/c,_C’. Hence H(6, u,,( *, y)) S HL(Ij/~,y-L’).
A simple calculation gives
G(_r, y) < c&lr+‘)l~y-or/2_
Hypothesis
Another

C(iv) is satisfied with 5s I +I’+‘, while C(iii) is obvious.
calculation
shows G-‘( c3, y) 2 (~~y”“*)-“(‘~”
and
G(_r,y)
I <i ‘IZC”~.“/2,/2

for y small. The double

y+(z)($)

dx<

integral
>-I,

C~y-(~r/2(y-l~r/rr+lI)fI-r)/?

in Hypothesis

C(v) will then be finite if
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or if r<(a-1)-l,
previous

paper.

Example

6.2.

the same exponent
Bass and Pyke (1984).
Parfial

of metric

sum processes (cf.

entropy

Bass and

&jE{l,2-.

.}“, be mean 0 iid r.v.‘s in the domain

law of index

a E

independent

(1,2).

Let C,j = n-‘(j-

1, j],

of the Vj’s, with V”j uniform

Z”(A)

r~-~“’

=

r,

as that obtained

Pyke (1985),
of normal

Section

attraction

in our

5). Let

of a stable

and let U”j be independent

r.v.‘s,

on Cnj. Define

ylAAnC,j(Unj).

jt(l..__,ntJ

Suppose HL( 6) 5 K6-’ for r < (a - 1)-l. The weak convergence
of the Z, sequence
to a stable Levy process, obtained in the above reference, is also a consequence
of
Theorem 6.1. Let us restrict ourselves to the subsequence
nd and index the X’s by
X.,5. where
X,“,(A)

= n-“‘“VilA”(.,,,(

U”j).

Let us first consider the symmetrization
of X,63. Suppose J c [ -2. z]\[ -y. y] with
O<y< z< 1. Let ~~ be iid r.v.‘s that are independent
of the 5 and iJ,lj’s and
F’(F~ = I) = P( rj = -1) = l. It is easy to see that the symmetrization
of X,e>(A. J) has
e,, where the ?, are iid, independent
of N,
the same distribution
as x:,
P( CE S)=

P(rl-~J’“F,v/E

Nn/(~lC”‘“FjV/EJ),

and N is distributed
as a Pinomial
(2, (IA n C’&lC,,l)P(
n -d”‘~i~
E I)). Cicarly,
1?,I is bounded by z, and so by Corollary 3.2, X,,ci,(A, J) - X’,J,(A, J). the symmetrization of X,,J~(A, J), is subpoissonian
with parameters
((/An

Since

C,,,l/l~,,l)~(n-“‘~‘~,~~~),

5 is in the domain

of attraction

z).

of a stable

law of index

a and (c,,,/= nmd,

n”P(n-~‘“E,V,E~)5nJP(I~,v,Iz),n”’”)sc,y-”.
We may thus take

v,,,(A, y) in Hypothesis

C(i) to be c,/A fl C,,,jy-“.

and

hence

v,,(A. y) = c,lAly-“.

Since the number
Binomial(

of atoms of X,,(A,

1) is

1,(/A n Cn,l/j~,,()~(n-“‘”

V, E J))

and the moment generating function of a Binomial is dominated by that of a Poisson
(cf. proof of Corollary 3.2), we see that the above choice of Y,, will satisfy Hypothesis
C(ii) also.
Next,
P(X,d, ( *, [-y,

E

y]‘)

has an atom in A)

/< lI.....ntJ
ss

(/An

c”jl/lc”~l)P(I~I~

n”“‘y)s

cJAIY-“.
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Since each X-d1 has at most one atom,
c(,,, = 0 for m 2 2, p,(A

Hypothesis

x J) = c6(a + 1)-‘/A/ ~/y-a-’

6.1 above show that the remainder

of Hypothesis

(1985) for a proof that the finite dimensional
apply Theorem
Example

Suppose
location.

6.1 to conclude

D will be satisfied
dy. The calculations
C is satisfied;

distributions

that Z,, converges

127

if we take
of Example

see Bass and Pyke

converge.

We may then

weakly in &(A).

6.3.. Random masses, random locations (Generaked
empirical measures).
one chooses n locations at random and then takes an observation
at each
As n + 00, one would expect a central limit theorem to hold. Perhaps the

simplest model where the limit is not a continuous
process is the following.
Let U, be iid uniform r.v.‘s on (0, llJ, and let q be mean 0 iid r.v.‘s in the domain
of normal attraction of a stable law of index a, a E (1,2), independent
of the U,‘s.
Let
X,,(A)

= n -“a 5 lA(

Uj).

Using the methods and calculations
of Examples 6.1 and 6.2, one can see that
Hypotheses C and D are satisfied, provided H,(6) < KS-‘, r < (a - I)-‘. Hypothesis
B is routine,

and we see that S, 2: to a stable

Levy process

indexed

by A.

A much more interesting case in Example 6.3 is where the distribution
of
V, depends on the value of U,. This case fits easily into the framework of Theorem
6.1. and with suitable conditions
one can obtain a central limit theorem that will
apply. Although these processes can be expressed in terms of ordinary empirical
processes, the novelty here Is the non-Gaussian
limit.
Remark.

Similar remarks apply to Examples 6.1 and 6.2, also. it is not hard to modify
Example 6.1 to get processes with independent
but not stationary increments.
One
could modify Example 6.2 to get a central limit theorem for partial sums of
non-identically
distributed
r.v.‘s.

7. Continuous

components

We have not considered
the case where the X,,,‘s have a nondeterministic
continuous component
nor the case where the limit law of the S, sequence has a
continuous
component
(as, for example, in empirical
processes converging
to a
tied-down Brownian process). The primary reason we have not done so is that there
is already a large literature concerning
continuous
limits (see Section 1). and any
of these results can be combined with our Theorem 6.1 as follows.
Suppose first of all that Hypothesis A holds. Suppose each X,lj can be written as
XE+ Xi;. Let
s:’ = i xi;
1-1

and

S!,‘= i Xf:.
i-1
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Suppose the joint finite dimensional
the Xx

satisfy Hypotheses

continuous

of (S,‘, Sy) converge. Suppose

B, C, and D. Finally,

suppose Sr

f SC E C(A),

the Xz; are themselves in C(A),

then 4 means weak convergence

with respect to

that for given E, there exists a compact subset K, of D,(A)

sup, P(Sc & K,) <

the

on A. Here the meaning of : varies according to context. If

functions

/I. [iA. It follows

distributions

Take J,,, = 0 and C,,,(Sy)

F:

If Sy is the empirical

process, Dudley

with

= S:.

and Philipp

(1983)

interpret

I

in our

context as:

77lere e.vist continuous

IK- T”ll, :

Gaussian

processes

T, such that

CLSII-W.

0

For this case, let J,,, = m-‘.

Given

F,

there exists n, such that for II Z=n,,

f’( 11
S:’ - 7-n11
n 2 4,” ) < F/3.
Let
,1 and/ I,,(S’)=Oifn>
. ,I

C ,V,(S’)=T
,I

* II,,,3

and
C’,,,(S’,‘) = -ES:,‘.

J,,,(SL’) = Sf’+

Iargc and II,,, and n,,, suflicicntly

fsy taking N,,, and H,,, sulliciently

small, it is not

2.2, to see that in this case as well, thcrc exists a compact

hard, using Proposition
subset K, of U,,(A)

ESL‘if n < n ,,,.

with sup,, /‘(Sj,‘e

K,) <

F.

Similar arguments show that for each of the references mentioned
subset K, of D,,(A)

S&’ is in a compact
Theorem
P(Sf,‘e

6.1, we get that, given

K,) < E. Then,

F.

with large probability.

there exists a compact subset K2 of D,,(A)

considered

say to (S”. S”),

Skorokhod’s

theorem

f’yke

representation
we

(1985)),

can

of D,,(A) x [I,,( A),

as elements

(Sf,‘, Sf,‘) converges weakly,
and

find

a.s.,

and

(cf. remarks following
another

S::‘I”

probability

S”,
..(.

Since 2“ E C(A)
Pyke (1985).

by assumption,

and

4.3 of Bass
processes

such that

a.s.

!I’II,

then S, -

Theorem
space

2“

by Theorem

3.5 of Bass and

I3y Lemma 3.3 of that same paper,

The weak convergence

with

we have that

where the metric here is d,, x dt,. By

s^L’,S!,‘, S”, 2”. equal in law to S:,‘, S(,‘, S“, S”, respectively,

5;

in Section I,

By the proof of

of S, with respect to do follows immediately.
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measures

Until now, we have considered
and their limits only.
measures

/ Central limit theorem

concentrated

sums of purely

But there are many elements
on the surfaces

of convex

atomic

and continuous

processes

of D(A) other than these, e.g.,
sets. In this section

we introduce

a set Dshr (A) intermediate
between Do and D. While we do not know if Dshr is all
of D, it contains virtually every example likely to come up in practice.
Let us say that x : A + IF8is a signed measure if x is the restriction to A of a signed
measure, also denoted x, on (Id, B( Id)) of finite total variation. Define
D,,,(A)

= {x: A + R: there e.rist signed measures j,,, and continuous
functions

c, such that 11.x-(j,,,

+ c,,,)llA + 0 as m + O}.

Clearly D,,c Dsnr c D.
We will give a condition
sufficient for a subset of Dsnr(A) to be compact with
respect to d,,. With this criterion, it should not be hard to formulate and prove
central limit theorems using the techniques introduced
in this paper. We leave such
formulations
to the reader with particular applications
in mind.
First, we need a lemma. Recall that the topology on I” is the relative one.
8.1. Ij’.x is a signed measure, Hypothesis
A holds, A E A, and 6, e > 0, then
there exists fl E A with A c 8”~ A” such that Ix(B) -x(A)] < F and .x(J~) = 0.
Lemma

Proof.
Since in the relative topology (II” = 0, we may without loss of generality
assume As I“. Suppose x is the restriction
of a signed measure, also denoted ,r,
with total variation measure 1x1. If necessary, make 6 smaller so that I.v[(A”\A) c E

and A” 5 I”. By Hypothesis A, there exists Gilt E A such that A c C’,‘,2c C,,? c A”“.
Pick b ,,, so that A’~J~c C:‘,,, and then pick CiIJ~ A so that Ac Cy,4c C,,4c A*#/,.
Pick b,,, so that C$c
A”” , and then pick C’>,,,E A so that C’,,? c C:‘,J c C,,J c Cfjy.
Continue
in this way, choosing C,,#, C,,x, etc. For r~ (0, I) not a dyadic rational,
let Cr = n, i,,ri Jvu.l,r C,. Since A is closed with respect to d,,, we have C, E A. Since
every pair of reals is separated
by a dyadic rational, the C,‘s are all disjoint, and
for all r~ (0, I), Ac Cz’c C,c A”. Since there are uncountably
many C,‘s, we can
17
find one, call it C,,,, such that Ix/(K,J = 0. Letting E = C,(, completes the proof.
If x is a signed
Variation

measure,

define

(x) = total variation

of x with respect

to ( IJ, B( I”)).

Since A is compact, it is clear that given a sequence of signed measures x, with
sup,,, Variation(x,)
finite, there is a subsequence
x,. and a signed measure x,, such
that x,,,. (A)+ x,,(A) whenever x,(aA) =O. With this observation,
the proof of the
following theorems are very similar to the proofs of Proposition
3.2 and Theorem
3.4 of Bass and Pyke (1985) and are left to the reader.
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Theorem 8.2. Let N be an integer-valued
real number.

function,

h a real-calued

Let Fshl (h, N, R) be the set of all signed measures

and R

function

a

x such thrrt

(x) s R,

(i) Variation

(ii) for each 6, there exist A,, . . . , A N,b, E A, possibly depending on x, such that
eoery element of G(x) is within 6 of {(A,,x(A,))}:V=‘:’
with respect to dG, and

(a)
(b)

r\,cz;6,8,

Ix(B) -x(A)/

< 6, i = 1,. . . , N(6).

Then F,,,, (h, N, R) is compact relative to do.
Theorem 8.3. Suppose for each m 2 1 that R,
functions

as in Theorem

J,,, 1 0. Let F,,( h, N, R, M, w, J)
exists a signed measure
6)

-k(x)

(ii)

J,(x)

E Fshl(h,,

(a)

and M,

are reals, h,

8.2, w, is an increasing function

and N,

are

+ 0 as r + 0 and

with w,(r)

be the set of x E DShl( A) such that for each m there

and C_,(x) E C(A)

with

N,,, R,,).

IIC,“(x)I;,, s M”,,

(b) sup{lC,(x)(A)-C,,(.~)(B)I:
A, BE A,df,(A,
(iii) 11x-(J,,,(.r)+C,(.~)Il,~il,,,.
7kn F( II, N, R, hl. w, J ) is compact relatioe to d,,.

B)~r}~w,(r),

and
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